We shall construct a uniform algebra having a multiplicative linear functional whose space of representing measures is infinite-dimensional but nevertheless has a core measure. This answers in the negative an open question in Gamelin's book
= l/re, l^w<oo.
Let X = \J\Tn:0^n^ <*>}, a compact set. Let r,n:T^Xber,
n(Z) = (Z,pn). If fEC(X) \etfn=foVnEC(T). If p is a
finite Borel measure on X, let p"=por¡n, a finite Borel measure on T.
ThenX)os»s=o||M»|| =||m|| and, for each/£C(Z), (D ffdp= S ffndpn.
This effects a one-to-one linear correspondence between measures on X and sequences {pn\ of measures on T satisfyingX^osn^llMnll < oo. Note also that 0 gju ^ Cv if and only if 0 ¿pn 3s Cv" for all re, where C is a nonnegative constant.
Fix a sequence (to be specified later) {Z"} isn<» of distinct complex numbers with 0 < | Z"| < 1 and Z"->1, and let Si = \fEC(X):fn EA,0ún-á«>, and/n(Z") -/0(Zn), 1 á » < « }.
Clearly 31 is a uniformly closed subalgebra of C(X) containing the constants.
The functions we will construct below show that 31 separates points on X except for the pair {(1, 0), (1, 2)}, so is a uniform algebra on the quotient space F obtained from X by identifying this pair to a point. Let <j> be the multiplicative linear functional </>(/) =/o(0) on SI, and let M<t, denote the (convex, weak* compact) set of positive Borel measures p on X representing <£, i.e., ffdp =</>(/) for all/G2i. FixAtGAf«. we take r">0 less than but close enough to 1 and set Z" = r"e*fl" then So in view of (5) and (3), we can define pEM^, by (2) with Cn -C".
Let pEMj, be given by the sequence {Cn}lsn<c0. By (3), Cn^yZl = e-1C", so pn^e~lpn, l^w<co.
By (2) mo^X while by (2), (5), (6) (1-<r)X^jù0; thus p0è (1 -<r)_1#0-If we set Z = max[e_1, (1 -o-)""1}, we see that p ^Kp. By [l, IV. 5.1] fi is a core measure for M^,.
Remarks. Examination of our estimates shows that if we preassign a constant K>2, we can arrange that p^Kp for all pEM^,. So if 0<r<l/2 is preassigned, we may arrange that ¡í -tvEM^, whenever p+vEM^,.
It is also worth noting that every multiplicative positive measure for 3Í on F is an Arens-Singer measure (in fact, exp(3l) =3l_1) ; on the other hand, M$ contains but one Jensen measure (namely the case C" = 0, all re), and it is not a core measure.
